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Abstract  
New technologies transpose educational processes from physical space to virtual sphere. The 
arrangement and equipment of a contemporary classroom are more and more often subjected to the 
requirements of the didactic process using a wide spectrum of modern technologies. The environment 
of education constitutes a complete "set of contexts found in physical or virtual spaces that provide 
opportunities for learning" (learning ecologies) [Barron 2004, 1]. However, in order to keep balance it 
is necessary to maintain proportion between things virtual and real. The process of evolution of a 
classroom into a centre of active learning causes the alterations of the meaning of public space 
functioning as a place of social contacts, informal education, play and recreation, both in the school 
building and beyond it. Educationalists intend to reinforce real solutions based on the cooperation of 
teachers, students, parents and local community as well as integration and information exchange. 
Their efforts are supported by architectural designers, who seek optimum spatial and functional 
solutions in newly designed schools as well as educational and cultural objects – the places of 
continuous education taking place outside the school in the physical world, which can play a role of 
the third teacher. Contemporary designing solutions of public spaces in educational and cultural 
buildings are distinctly of an informal and ludic character – a programme based on entertainment and 
spatial forms inspired by the world of play and games. The designing process [often drawing from 
ludic techniques in creative problem solving] results in the solutions constituting the synthesis of 
serious architecture (rigid structure) and play space (free movement) [Salen&Zimmerman, 2004, 2]. 
The author classifies contemporary trends in designing informal educational spaces focusing on the 
activity of school groups and local communities as well as evaluates the impact of play culture on their 
formation. It is done on the basis of the comparison of Polish experience, where implementation of IT 
solutions in schools is not very advanced, and foreign experience, in particular the most innovative 
solutions. The research uses the results of statistical tests, the literature of the subject as well as the 
results of the participants' observations, including these made during the didactic classes run by the 
author. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Subject, Objective and Methods of Research 
The concept of physical surroundings  - the notion of a ‘third teacher’ was developed in the 
architecture of formal education buildings throughout the previous century. Advancements in 
educational technologies made the environment of the didactic process become increasingly virtual – 
hence the physical is acquiring a new meaning as truly integrating the learning community in real 
world, authentic, 'tangible' – ‘life […], the only thing that teaches us life is life itself’ [Ellen Key 1900, 3]. 
Presently, similar to computer interfaces, it is expected that learning spaces should be amusing and 
attractive. A system-based and dynamic approach to the shape of the learning space allows 
discerning the potential of extra-school [informal, non-formal] locations in urban space, more often 
than not, closer to authentic experience than conditions in the ‘school laboratory'. A ludic approach 
[conditioning the course of the design process] results in the formation of a new typology of solutions. 
This research aims to indicate physical solutions of learning spaces [both in the school building and 
outside] in view of social needs, particularly that of play – ‘Play will be to the 21st century what work 
was to the industrial age – our dominant way of knowing, doing & creating value’ [Kane, 2006, 4]. This 
research works focuses on the demonstration of the strengths of the ludic approach in designs, on the 
effective use of the above-named approach in practice. The research utilised reference publications 
concerned with architecture and culture studies [enabling the formulation of comparative analysis 
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criteria], the results of participants-related  observations by the author during classes at the Faculty of 
Architecture at the Silesian University of Technology as well as experience gained by the author when 
acting as a designer. 

1.2 Origin of 'Ludic Approach' 
Johannes Itten’s method, the head of Mein Vorkurs during the Bauhaus expressionist phase, was 
inspired by Friedrich Froebl’s, Jean Jacques Rousseau’s, Heinrich Pestalozzi’s and Franz Cižek’s 
views. Also in the post-war period, numerous seminal figures associated with art, architecture, social 
sciences and philosophy reached back to the childhood and play as the start of life and the stage of 
intense development when seeking a new, ‘better’ and future-oriented vision of a contemporary 
city/town and house/home. These artists and scientists were connected with De Stil, SI Internationale 
Situationniste [Constant - Ambiance de jeu 1956, New Babylon North 1959], Henry Lefebvre – the 
author of a utopian vision of the city as the venue of an everlasting festival [Theory of Everyday Life, 
1947]. The artists of CoBrA Copenhagen-Brussels-Amsterdam [Karel Appel, Asger Jorn and Corneille] 
returned to, already approached in the Dutch art, the subject of children’s play filling urban space with 
life [Breugel, Avercamp’s winter scenes]. The notion of “child” was also accessed by the 
photographers of the time, i.e. Robert Doisneau or Nigel Henderson. In their work in the1960s, Paul-
Henry Chombart de Lauve, an urban sociologist and Kevin Lynch, an urban planner [The Image of the 
City] used research on children’s perception. The discourse was continued in Europe in the 1970s by 
Henry Lefebvre in Toward an Architecture of Enjoyment, 1973 [issued in 2014, editor Łukasz Stanek, 
5], Colin Ward – The Child in the City, with photographs by Ann Golzen, [1978, 6], etc. 

The 20th century – the 'Century of the Child' [3] was the time of children's emancipation. The right to 
play next to the right to education was considered one of the most fundamental rights of the child. 
Works in the scope of developmental psychology [Wygotski, Piaget, Groos] inspired the pursuit of new 
solutions which would combine a place of education with a place of play, recreation and movement. 
The 20th century design for children soon became a paradigm of progressive thinking in designing, 
which was shown in a retrospective exhibition the Century of the Child: Growing by Design, 1900-2000 
[MoMA, 2012, 7]. In the introduction to the publication connected with the exhibition Juliet Kinchin 
quotes a critical opinion of a young hero of the film Children’s Video Collective [8], which symbolizes 
the crisis of childhood – the world of adults and in particular its attributes in the process of 
infantilization of culture: ‘In the future, children will cease to exist. [...] That doesn’t necessarily mean 
that now is the time to put away childish things. Instead it may mean that the use of childish things 
may be extended indefinitely, until death’. One hundred years after the publication of Ellen Key's book 
a new book appeared announcing in its title the birth of a new ludic age [Combs, 2000, 9], whose 
‘basic existential expectation, social fact and common occupation was to be the play’. [9] The right and 
obligation to play, similarly to the right and obligation to [permanent] education, are not reserved solely 
for the childhood. The compulsion to play has become one of the characteristics of the culture of the 
consumer society and the ludicity  - one of its fundamental expectations and at the same time a 
means of expression of modern [also architectural] avant-guard [Kucia, 10]. A ludic design is based on 
cooperation and experiment. It leads to solutions which are user-friendly, flexible, innovative, amusing 
and accessible. They simulate the need for experimenting and curiosity, they teach. Their function is 
the integration of users in joint play and real life. This is a counterproposal to virtual reality and social 
networking. The ludic design inspired by play appears in places designed for children like educational 
or cultural objects dedicated to children and also in generally accessible public space as well as in 
places of non-formal education, such as popular centres of culture. New solutions come into being 
inspired by the world of games and plays, in which 'form follows play' -  to paraphrase Louis Sullivan's 
words – in search of an ideal play site and simultaneously the site of stimulation of permanent 
development.  

2 PLAY IN ARCHITECTURE – INSPIRATIONS, METHODS AND TYPOLOGY OF 
SHAPING THE ARCHITECTURE OF LEARNING AND SOCIAL SPACES 

Play as a basis and factor of culture has been broadly investigated by researchers and specialists in 
the field of the development of creativity and education as well as by designers and artists. What is 
researched is its influence on the efficiency in education and design by means of supporting creative 
thinking (divergent thinking). Creativity and creative attitude as well as ability to create new things are 
a desired effect of education. Play – a factor of culture – is linked with creativity, which has been 
confirmed by the results of research in the fields of psychology of creativity and pedagogy: Getzels, 
Jackson [11]; Isen, Daubman, Nowicki [12]; Graham, Sawyers, DeBord [13]. The creation of physical 
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space for play as a press for creativity [four aspects of ‘creativity’ according to Mooney: a creative 
product, person, process, press, 14] becomes a vital aspect of shaping educational and cultural 
objects. Game and play have the following qualities: they are free activities, beyond real world, 
absorbing, selfless, mysterious, different from ordinary life, performed within the confines of one's own 
time and space, according to certain rules, generating social relations [J.Huizinga, 1938,15], voluntary, 
distinguished  [in time and spatial terms], including an element of uncertainty, unproductive, enclosed 
by some rules, fictitious, which can be divided into four basic categories: agon [competition], alea 
[chance], mimicry [role playing], ilinx [vertigo] [R.Caillois, 1958, 16]. Brian Sutton-Smith [17] draws 
attention to the ambiguity of the play definition. He presents a classification of ludic activities from 
most private ones [subjective individual plays, amusing behaviour, play in a group] to those whose 
place is in public space [play in a group, participation, author's performance, celebration, competition] 
and those which require a specially prepared space. Deconstructing the theory of play in 
interdisciplinary research, Sutton-Smith defines seven rhetorics of play: Fate, Power, Communal 
Identity, Frivolity, Progress, Imaginary, Self. Caillois's classification and Sutton-Smith's seven rhetorics 
– types of play and methods of approach in scientific research – may constitute the basis for 
distinguishing architectural games / plays for the purpose of the conducted research [Fig.1]. 
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Fig.1 Games / plays in the spatial and functional concept of cultural and educational object [author] 

Salen&Zimmerman define play in architecture [2] as: ‘a free movement within a more rigid structure’. 
This broad definition encompasses a range of ludic activities in architecture – a way of shaping the 
object's programme in the context of the requirements of the consumer society, a way of shaping the 
form [following the function]. It may also refer to techniques applied in the process of designing as well 
as non-digital techniques in creative problem solving. Solutions of a ludic character are popular in the 
architecture of social interactions, such as school buildings and non-formal educational settings, 
everywhere where it is essential to integrate a group around programmed tasks and events 
[community building] and where spatial solutions aspire to support assumptions of a certain 
programme. 

3 SHAPING THE ARCHITECTURE OF 'LUDIC AGE' LEARNING & PUBLIC 
SPACES – THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING 

Combining serious designing and ludus - 'to connect the seemingly unconnected' [William Plomer] – 
free artistic search, ‘the play of imagination, ludic creativity of the human thought and hand’  [Huizinga, 
1938,15], performed on the basis of pre-designing assumptions and within valid legal regulations are 
well within the confines of Salen&Zimmerman's definition of play in architecture. Ron Kasprisin [2016, 
18] referring to Froebel and Vygotsky shows the potential of plays and games in the process of 
creative problem solving in architectural and urban planning designing practice as well as in 
architectural education. Games and plays are seen as techniques engaging both the mind [analytical 
learning games – 'rigid structure'] and the body, the senses [object-learning play – 'free movement'] of 
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the designer - creator. Out of such a holistic approach, which takes into consideration the impact of 
context [culture, space, time], innovative solutions are born. The significance of play in the course of 
the designing process was discussed by the author of this article with reference to designing and 
architectural didactics on the grounds of own research [Balcer-Zgraja, 19].   

The very pre-designing research may also be conducted in the form of play, as in the case of a design 
for a house of culture AMA'R in Copenhagen [Dorte Mandrup Arkitekter]. Its designing and 
implementation was preceded by workshops run by a visual artist – Kerstin Bergendal [2006-2007] 
with the participation of the authors of the design, children and adults representing professions 
'sensitive' to the child's world. The workshops in the form of a common play used drawing and 
modelling techniques, and focused on evoking interesting events and describing places significant to 
individual participants, including experiences, travelling in space, ideal play sites, the house of 
dreams. The results of the research were put into a set of nine rules and served as the grounds for the 
development of the building's spatial programme which met the expectations of the children and the 
staff working with children. Young users obtained a chance to express their individuality through art, 
music or dance and thus expanded the team of authors creating the design [20].   

A new type of architecture has been born under the influence of ludus: the cultural and educational 
architecture. It draws its inspiration from the world of children's games and plays [blocks - LEGO® 
House [Bjarke Ingels Group, Denmark; drawings - Służewski House of Culture; WWAA + 
137kilo, Michał Nocuń/BURO HAPPOLD, Warsaw 2013]; takes into consideration the nature of current 
social needs and requirements [‘knowing, doing & creating value by play’, 4], shapes the artists' 
attitudes – as expressed by Jean Nouvel in his declaration: ‘I like to play with architecture! It's my 
favourite game’ [21]. Objects which are typologically new are characterised by a varied utility 
programme addressed to different users, pro-social solutions and a freely shaped form. There appear 
geometrical combinations of the spaces of play and education/work, in which 'form follows play'. In 
search of a new type of a multifunctional site architecture, new solutions come into being and aspire to 
be innovations. Similarly to product innovations, such solutions are of a hybrid nature. One of its 
components is the space of play, recreation and 'risk', the other one – the space of education and 
cultural activities, satisfying thus the utility requirements established for these functions.[Fig.2]  

Since 2013 [22] there has been a steady growth of Polish institutions that conduct multi-directional 
social and cultural activities [artistic and educational] in individual, properly equipped buildings. The 
users that prevail are the youth and children [groups trained in fine arts and crafts, technical and 
dancing skills]  as well as seniors [there dominates a group at the age of 60+, vocal groups and choirs, 
computer courses]. There has been a decrease in the number of institutions directing their offer only at 
the youth and children – as this group is getting more and more interested in after-school activities 
provided by the schools. There is an increasing trend that multi-directional  institutions should provide 
periodic classes and single events [such as talks, meetings, lectures, concerts, workshops, festivals, 
artistic reviews and interdisciplinary events] – they should also have a flexible and freely shaped 
programme of functioning. The topic of cultural center both for young people and for people of different 
ages is eagerly chosen by the students of the architectural design studio at the Faculty of Architecture 
of the  Silesian Technical University as an optional topic of their course or diploma project. The subject 
inspires public solutions based on play and education - flexible and freely shaped to connect the fun, 
work and education spaces [Fig.2, Fig.3]. 

 
 

Fig.2 The Cultural Incubator in Ruda Śl.; diploma project at the Silesian Technical University: eng. O.Pilarz 
[promoter M.Balcer-Zgraja] 
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Fig.3 The Student's House of Culture in Gliwice; Course project at the Silesian Technical University; 
[above/right] stud. J.Krysiak [tutor M.Balcer-Zgraja], [below/left] stud. M.Chmielarz [tutor: M.Balcer-Zgraja] 

4 SHAPING THE ARCHITECTURE OF 'LUDIC AGE' LEARNING & PUBLIC 
SPACES – THE PROGRAMME 

4.1 School – a pedagogical project  
Education provided in the system of classes and lessons required orderly spatial solutions [‘rigid 
structure’], whereas free shaping of the system [‘free movement’] opens a new window of possibilities 
of education through play. The research in the scope of developmental psychology conducted in the 
previous century inspired the pursuit of solutions in which an educational object would simultaneously 
be a play site. Such a postulate was encompassed in the approaches of the school as pedagogical 
project, didactic assistance, a third teacher [continuation of the idea of Froebel's gardens, the trend of 
new education, Montessori School, Reggio Emilia] – ‘apart from the garden, the school of the future 
will have a great hall in the school building as well as a sports field in the garden for games and 
dancing, where the children will freely play’ [3] Introduction of a play function into the school building 
resulted in the transformation of a classroom into a multi-functional unit including annexes and other 
auxiliary rooms used for different purposes and adapted to various needs of an individual user and a 
group in the didactic process [Roth, 1957, 23]. It resulted also in the alteration of the perception of 
school public space, which evolved from a simple corridor circulation system between the rooms to an 
open space system – an internal yard [the space of recreation, play and school social contacts] 
inspired by a real layout of the city [projects of Hans Scharoun] – ‘life […] this is an only and sole thing 
that educates and prepares us for life’ [3]. New solutions appeared where the didactic process 
proceeded in a free way in a flexible open multifunctional space without classrooms [examples - 
American schools of the 1950s]. Specially distinguished annexes in the classrooms, solutions of 
multifunctional open space based on the idea of a playground as well as facilities outside the school 
building, sports fields and recreation areas all serve the purpose of play in contemporary school 
buildings.   

4.2 Extra-school educational sites   
Criticism of the school institution resulted in the increase of interest in alternative educational places. 
In the 1970s Ivan Illich [24] as well as Colin Ward, a pioneer of urban, environmental education [25], 
paid attention to the social potential of educational  places outside the school, such as the city or 
learning networks [the announcement of the Internet and Web 2.0 education]. An anarchic concept of 
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the city – the school on a macro scale turned out to be complementary to the school being the city on 
a micro scale [H.Hertzberger, 26]. Both concepts contribute to the contemporary physical environment 
of education – 'a set of contexts found in physical or virtual spaces that provide opportunities for 
learning' [1]. A wide range of solutions is to satisfy different cognitive and artistic temperaments 
[serious scientist - hungry artist, Seeley, 27]. The most popular ‘non-formal learning settings, 
organised and with learning objectives’, are places of multidirectional social and cultural activities 
which integrate the local community, such as cultural community centres, youth cultural institutions, 
people's universities. The phenomenon of the expansion of educational space is connected with the 
expansion of play space, which is to support the developmental process and activate students socially 
– 'one may say with exaggeration that almost all space in which the consumer society lives becomes 
or seems to become a massive playground' [Szalbot, 10] – therefore it is necessary to find adequate 
forms which 'follow the function'. 

5 SHAPING THE ARCHITECTURE OF 'LUDIC AGE' LEARNING & PUBLIC 
SPACES – THE TYPOLOGY OF 'FORM FOLLOWS PLAY'  

5.1 A concept of shaping the form versus the context of surroundings  
According to B.Tschumi [29], the relations between an architectural concept and the context of the 
surroundings may be shaped in three ways [same as: concept – content or content - context; where 
content means function, program, events inside the building; ‘concept follows content‘]. Such relations 
may be neutral, mutual or contrasting. A consciously shaped method of linking the school building 
system to the urban space [similarly to a place of a classroom in the school public space] may reflect 
the significance of school education in the life of the local community. The relations based on contrast 
were typical of early modernism and can be seen in avant-garde designs of progressive schools 
[Duiker Open Air School Amsterdam, 1930]. Typified school buildings in huge housing estates of 
prefabricated buildings were surrounded by developed sports and recreation facilities of a scattered 
character ('sports and recreation islands'), which were neutral in relation to their anonymous 
surroundings. Community schools and local community centres were on the principle in the relation of 
mutuality to the spatial and social context. The idea of school – as a local centre combined with and 
composed into the layout of its surroundings was developed in postmodernist designs – often as small 
infill school buildings supplementing the existing historical housing development, or in the designs of 
green schools implementing the concepts of sustainable development since the late 1980s. Shaping 
the relations of contrast and mutuality is also visible in the designs of popular places of culture and 
non-formal education located in public space – such objects become a 'social design / project' in 
public space where the applied solutions serve the purpose of integration of local communities. 
Further on in the article, two models of shaping the architecture of such places will be discussed. The 
model of a box contrasting with the surroundings and the model of a continuous structure being in the 
relation of mutuality with the surroundings.  

5.2 1st model of a box  [rigid structure = casing; free movement = inside]   
One of the prototypes of the contemporary centres of culture was a design of a Fun Palace [Cedric 
Price & Joan Littlewood, Great Britain, 1961-64], which has never been implemented. An 
interdisciplinary cooperation made it possible to develop a new model of the institution as well as find 
adequate functional, spatial and technical solutions for its implementation. 'Gigantic junk-playground 
for sophisticated grown-up people' [Banham, 30], ‘street university’, ‘the theatre of everyday life’, 
whose idea refers to the tradition of the people's palace-universities in the Victorian epoch, ‘machine 
for play’ -  the objects enumerated above could be characterized by the following features: rigid 
structure [stiff, stabile construction of the object, supported by massive pylons, containing lifts and 
stairs, enclosed in a glass box of a transparent housing] and a free movement inside [various 
functions, ‘submerged’ in public space and the interior which was supposed to house (encase): work, 
education, entertainment, play, art and serious learning, active and passive leisure: mobile ‘boxes’ and 
platforms – open and closed multifunctional spaces with the possibility of using them as exhibition 
zones, workshops, auditoria, restaurants, play sites, connected by bridges and escalators]. ‘A large-
scale puzzle' was characterized by temporariness and dynamics typical of the process of play 
[Buytendijk, 1933, 31], machine work and avant-garde concepts of the theatre of the open spectacle 
and cyber theatre [Littlewood, Pask, 32]. The building was supposed to be programmed in a 
continuous way and was subject to ceaseless transformation. It was to be shaped freely by its users in 
its functioning time, i.e. 24 hours a day. Integration of the system was possible due to the palace's 
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automation as well as equipping it with cutting-edge multimedia, feats of engineering and advanced 
digital equipment which enabled the adjustment of parameters of the internal environment and 
programming of the arrangement. The idea of a box, an aquarium, which contained a fragment of 
public space closed within it – ‘a gigantic junk-playground’ – became a prototype of the contemporary 
centre of local culture and non-formal education. The model was universal. It was planned to locate 
this building by the water in London's Docklands, or by a railway line, in a commercial district, park, or 
a housing estate. In each case, the main purpose was the regeneration of the area by means of 
implementing a transparent and generally accessible box filled with a shimmering world of 
innumerable forms of play [Szalbot, 28]. The example of new implementations of the fun box is the 
design of the Community Centre for Healthy and Fun Lifestyle Ku.Be. in Copenhagen [2016], MVRDV 
[Rotterdam] + ADEPT [Copenhagen]. The housing (casing) of the box is a form according to which 
individual ‘blocks’ were cut. They include individual zones of the playground which constitute the local 
community centre.  

Free arrangement of the interior may be accomplished in individual solutions by different means, such 
as: flexibility, plastic formation (shaping) and equipment - playful furnishings [Fig.4]. New 
communication technology creates favourable conditions for free arrangement. 

 
 

Fig.4 Mazovian Center for Contemporary Art "Power station" in Radom [awarded competition entry 2007; 
arch. M.Balcer-Zgraja, K. Lakoma, P.Morozinska, B.Polek, L.Wengler, A. Zgraja]; free arrangement inside 

the rigid context of historical building - an individual-friendly place to discover 

5.3 Free arrangement of the interior – flexibility, plastic formation, furnishings 
and technology  

It was already back in the 1950s [in the USA], when there were solutions in which a didactic process 
took place in an open multifunctional space. The didactic process was to be effective and well 
organized as manufacturing processes and similarly 'automated'. Teaching machines, from the first 
experiments with the radio and motion picture to more and more sophisticated equipment, required 
specially furnished laboratories, audio-visual rooms and media collections. Nowadays – wireless 
technology and miniaturization of IT equipment enabled the access to the resources of information 
also from mobile devices. Web 2.0 technology enabled the team work solely in virtual reality, home 
education by means of remote teaching techniques, attractive forms of education including sound, 
image and motion picture or computer games. The resources of knowledge are available and 
accessible everywhere – the concept of a freely arranged open plan of the education in a flexible 
carefully arranged public space has a chance to replace IT laboratories in the epoch of mobile 
technology [Ørestad College, Copenhagen, Denmark / 2007 3XN-architects]. 

Creation of solutions enhancing active learning by means of new technology, potential of group work, 
an encouraging role of the teacher – carer, counsellor and guide to the resources [like the 
arrangement of an active learning laboratory] belong to the tasks and objectives of the contemporary 
school architecture which is focused on the space of cooperation and the search for attractive and 
user-friendly solutions. The character of school design goes far beyond the requirements of 
ergonomics and aesthetics – the furnishings' elements may resemble didactic aids or devices of a 
playground located in a space without classrooms [Schools of Vittra Rosan Bosch Studio – sites: ‘The 
Mountain’, ‘Multimedia House’, ‘The Cave’; Die Baupiloten: Erika Mann Elementary School, 2008; 
Carl-Bolle Elementary School, 2008, Berlin]. Similar interactive and sustainable solutions, which 
contribute to group work, are nowadays introduced to public spaces of contemporary multifunctional 
cultural objects, integrating thus the users [KulturØen in Middelfart, Rosan Bosch Studio - sites: 
’Treasure chests’, ’Oasis’, ’Mountain’, ‘Aquarium’, ’Inspirational Island’, ’Gaming zone’, ’Snail shell’]. 

Flexible, mobile and convertible solutions appear in the architecture of places serving the purposes of 
culture, education and social integration. The arrangement of the object depends on a momentary 
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need, a chance [alea]. The spatial composition and the system of functions are susceptible to 
changes, which have been predicted in advance. One may say, that the rules of the game are defined 
[like in dice], however, the final result is often unpredictable. The model of the Fun Palace was applied 
to the French Centre Pompidou [Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers, 1977]. ‘Adapt, transform, move, 
interact’ are four forms in which flexibility comes into being in architectural designs [Robert 
Kronenburg, 33]. For instance, all four elements can be found in the Shanghai Gucun Community 
Center [INCLUDED, Matt Mueller, Shanghai, 2013], a mobile object made from shipping containers, a 
place of children education, workshops for adults, meetings of the local community, students' play and 
work and the library which moves about with the migrating community. 

Movement may be expressed in a metaphorical way [mimicry, Caillois], a fluid form [the structure of  
Rolex Learning Center / SANAA, 2010 Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne in Switzerland; a 
copper staircase Experimentarium/ CEBRA, Hellerup 2016].   

5.4 2nd continuous model [rigid structure = the context of surroundings; free 
movement = a designed object]   

On the rising tide of the criticism of the functional city, new alternative ideas began to form in the 
scope of shaping educational space and leisure space. A utopian project of the New Babylon [towards 
an alternative society] by Constant Nieuwenhuys, 1959-74, is a concept of the city of Homo Ludens, in 
which the space of play in connection with the zone of culture, education, science and research 
creates a network of light openwork structure hovering above the circulation zone and open green 
areas. The project of Ludic City was a forerunner of the process of the transformation of cultural and 
educational places into play sites in western civilizations of the late 20th century undergoing the 
process of commercialization. Contemporary designs of cultural places refer to the concept of the New 
Babylon's flowingly shaped open public space. Caixa Forum; Madrid; Herzog & de Meuron [2008], a 
post-industrial brick object gained a new identity by freeing the entrance square, removing the base 
and constructional supports of the building. The obtained effect was of a 'levitation' of a heavy body 
over the ground; while the space of the street was freely linked with the internal space of the building 
on the ground level [tessellated surface of the ground floor and the ceiling as well as the structure of a 
labyrinth reminding of images from computer games]. It is an astonishing and amusing way of treating 
the heritage of industrial architecture, the effect was obtained by playing with the object's body, weight 
and silhouette of the superstructure composed into the context of the surroundings [roofs cape, 
vertical garden]. Public space intersects the building on ground zero, all the functions of the building 
were placed  above or below the ground level. The concept of a continuous public space enhances 
the creation of the relations of mutuality between the concept of an educational and cultural building 
and the surroundings. More and more often public space – the zone of play, entertainment and social 
interaction, the zone of the street or sports area becomes an integral part of the building in the form of 
internal open spaces [Ørestad College, Copenhagen, by 3XN architects, 2006; Experimentarium / 
CEBRA, Hellerup 2016]. It appears also on the elements of the casing (housing) – the walls, roof, 
terrace, stairs, auditorium. The function and form are modelled freely. Examples are as follows: 
Gammel Hellerup Gymnasium, 2013, Denmark [BIG]; Mariehøj Cultural Center in Holte, 2015, 
Denmark [WE architecture + Sophus Søbye Arkitekter]; Cultural Center in Nevers, 2012, France 
[Ateliers O-S architects]; Municipal House of Culture Miejski Dom Kultury Koszutka Dąb in Katowice, 
2014, Poland [The Designing Studio of Architecture and Urban Planning - Pracownia Architektury i 
Urbanistyki Rafała Mazura], Cultural Center ‘Plassen’ and Molde, 2012, Norway [3Xn]. There is a free 
approach to the whole integrated building – public space inside a rigid structure of a selected fragment 
of urban space. The principle of mutuality consists in the creation of combined solutions of the building 
and its surroundings as well as in the transposition of certain solutions from school to public space 
[e.g. educational urban furniture] and vice versa, from the city to the building [e.g. school public space 
shaped like a city]. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
"Play becomes joy, joy becomes work, work becomes play" [Itten, 34] – it has been almost a century 
since the avant-garde concepts of joining play and serious designing in order to create modern world 
and new art. Nowadays, it is a common practice to draw from ludus in designing. Methods used in 
education [the pedagogy of play] brought up the generations of playing architects in the 20th century 
[starting from Frank Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier, ending with a fan of LEGO® blocks and Minecraft 
- Bjarke Ingels]. Their world of games and plays has long fascinated and provided techniques 
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supporting the designing work and resulting thus in a characteristic typology of socially innovative 
solutions, in which – ‘form follows play’. 

The objects of education and culture have a chance to become innovative solutions in an architectural, 
pedagogical and social sense, being the elements of public space and playing the function of a third 
teacher. Freely shaped as a play site, a fragment of public space connected with the building becomes 
a place enhancing interpersonal contacts in the project of the integration of local community of a 
school, district or city. Computer games mainly influence the virtual surroundings of the educational 
process, however, there is also research on the relations between architecture and computer games – 
game studies, which function in architecture in three dimensions: rhetoric - [Oosterhuis], technological 
[Engeli], phenomenological [Borries, Walz, Bӧttger]. Play determines solutions in physical space 
[Walz, 31].  

The examined examples are high-quality architectural solutions, which won acclaim in designing 
contests and have become a subject of discussions in the circles of architects and pedagogists. These 
are solutions which set new standards and inspire both designers and students of architecture. 
However, ludic design may well result in pointless solutions, architectural kitsch or commercial 
architecture of low aesthetic quality – the ludic approach does not guarantee the quality. Play treated 
solely as a product does not inspire either artistic 'play of imagination' or 'ludic creativity of human 
thought and hand' [Huizinga].   

Bernard Tschumi developed the context – concept – content theory of event cities to show the role of 
a generative conceptual strategy in contemporary architecture [2010, 35]: It is a concept that 
generates a form, or a form that generates a concept […] The concept may be programmatic, 
technological, social and so on. But the form must be relatively abstract, since many aspects of the 
program are indeterminate, the technology economically uncertain and the social fabric possibly in 
certain mutation. In innovative educational & public architectural solutions the concept [programmatic, 
technological, social] generates abstract forms, freely shaped, inspired by play. On the other hand, 
architectural [abstract] forms generate a concept of programmatic, technological, social use of the 
space for educational and recreational purposes. The ‘content’ of educational spaces and their quality 
and efficiency as a third teacher is closely connected with a particular architectural solution. [Fig.5] 

 
 

Fig. 5 Concept of sports recreation & cultural educational center in Kórnik [awarded competition entry, 
2006] arch. M.Balcer-Zgraja, B.Grabczewska, O.Grabczewski, A.Zgraja]; 'set of blocks', mixed use 

consisting of play and education; public space [green city axis] is an integral element of architectural 
composition 
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